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Any attempt to illustrate the existential threat posed by climate change is an exercise that
will inevitably lead to the oversimplification of something highly complex and nuanced. There
are countless ways in which all of us are contributing to the issue. Some of them, like our
reliance on fossil fuels, are well documented; others are less visible and exist deep within the
social psychologies of highly developed societies. What makes the climate crisis an interesting
subject, for both the artist and the viewer, is the reminder that we are all in some way complicit
in our own demise.
The two largest sources of global greenhouse gas emissions are transportation and
electricity production, both of which rely on the burning of carbon-rich fossil fuels.
Deforestation, while not quite as deleterious, is another major factor in global temperature
increase, as trees have the ability to capture excess carbon. The growing demand for land in the
agricultural, residential and industrial sectors has precipitated this deforestation, thus reducing
the potency of one of our most valuable allies in the battle to reduce atmospheric carbon.
I have come to think of wood as a multi-faceted material, one that simultaneously
embodies a number of different attitudes toward a resource that has become far too scarce in
recent decades. Wood is, of course, a natural material, and one whose beauty is revered in myriad
ways by countless cultures globally. At the same time, fast-growing softwood trees are grown on
a massive, industrial scale for the sake of creating construction materials: the plywood, 2-by-4’s
and composite wood products that are used to build houses in developed or developing countries.
As old growth forests are leveled, the cost of hardwood has increased to the point that it’s
become a luxury good, accessible only to the wealthy. These shifts in our relationship with the
life-giving trees that have surrounded us since the start of human history have been hastened by
the industrialization and surge in global population of the past 300 years.
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The Unchained Goddess
October 2021: I am living in Astoria, Queens, in an apartment building that sits directly
across from the back of the building that houses the Steinway branch of the Queens Public
Library. The library has been closed for as long as I have lived here; presumably for renovations,
then Covid-related delays in said renovations.
On Friday an empty dumpster appeared on the sidewalk directly across from my building,
outside of the library. I wake up on Saturday morning to find that the dumpster has been filled to
the brim with unwanted furniture from the library’s basement: shelving, chairs, book carts,
tables. I am as giddy as a boy on Christmas morning, not only because I relish free things, but
because in this pile of refuse is a considerable amount of hardwood, mostly maple and oak. I pull
out what appears to be a dolly, a heavy maple board with hard rubber bumpers on its edges and
four very robust casters screwed to it. On the underside of the dolly a stamped label reads:
“Queens Public Library, Steinway Branch, 1958.”
1958: Academy Award-winning director of It’s a Wonderful Life, Frank Capra, produces
The Unchained Goddess1. The hour-long film, produced for Bell Laboratories, has the
appearance of a classic mid-century educational film that would be played in classrooms across
the country. Decades before climate science became a mainstream concern, Capra, who had a
degree from Cal Tech in chemical engineering, produced a document introducing many to the
notion that carbon emissions were contributing to the greenhouse gas effect that causes global
temperature increase.
In 2021 we find ourselves in an era of transition, from a world in which wood, and
particularly hardwood, was an affordable resource whose availability could be relied on, to one
in which it will only be found in the homes of the most wealthy. The rest of us will have to settle
1

Capra, Frank, director. The Unchained Goddess. Bell System, 1958.
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for mere imitations, and in fact, many of us already do. Hardwood-veneered plywood, a product
that consists of layers of inexpensive softwood (i.e. pine, spruce, fir, etc.) concealed under a very
thin layer of the more valued hardwood (i.e. walnut, maple, oak, etc.), has been a common
material in furniture production for decades. Today, some of the most expensive furniture is
produced using veneered plywood due to the scarcity and exorbitant prices of hardwood boards
of sufficient size. In search of additional economically viable solutions to the rising prices of
wood, builders have turned to alternative materials, such as vinyl, that can be employed to mimic
a wood surface. Faux-wood vinyl floor tiles are a material I’ve used in my own work as a way to
bring attention to a paradox: our attraction to wood and the increasing scarcity that that attraction
has caused.
In addition to these vinyl tiles, I have often incorporated graphite rubbings of the
faux-wood texture that is stamped into the tiles. I make the rubbings on a cheap, light-brown
craft paper or tracing paper, which themselves are wood products. In using these rubbings, I am
essentially completing a cycle, one which sees a natural material turned into an artificial one and
then back into a cheapened or perverted version of the natural source. Much as a child might
make a rubbing of a leaf or the text on the gravestone of a family member, in making a rubbing
of a faux-wood tile I am able to create an accurate and immediate image. In my case, however,
the image is a faithful reproduction of something which is itself an imitation. The final product is
even further removed from the natural source, reflecting the ever-expanding distance between
humankind and the natural world.
Beyond the impending climate crisis, my interest in imitations of wood and other natural
materials comes in part from the work of Richard Artschwager, who is best known for his
Formica-clad sculptures. Formica is a plastic laminate product that first gained widespread
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popularity in post-war America and could be printed with any desired pattern. It was often used
as an inexpensive alternative to hardwood, stone or tiled surfaces. Just as Artschwager’s
cube-like sculptures act as stand-ins for functional furniture, Formica was often used as a
stand-in for a natural material.

Skeuomorph
noun
an ornament or design on an object copied from a form of the object when made from another
material or by other techniques, as an imitation metal rivet mark found on handles of prehistoric
pottery.2

When I discovered the word “skeuomorph” it became much more clear to me exactly
what it is about Artschwager’s work that so intrigues me. Formica is skeuomorphic, both in
Artschwager’s work and in its formerly abundant commercial applications. There are a number
of materials - among them wood, stone and ceramic tile - whose significance to humans is so
great that when the actual material is unavailable or impractical, we must create an imitation to
serve in its place. Thinking about which skeuomorphs might survive into humanity’s distant
future, and speculating as to new ones that might arise, has informed elements within my work.

Long Time
We tend to think of climate change as a very modern concern. Though it’s a problem
we’ve been contributing to for a few hundred years, it’s one that was little acknowledged a few
decades ago, in part because we were (and still are) identifying ways to quantify its extent. Rapid
2

Definition of “skeuomorph” from Dictionary.com
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advances in technology and industry have allowed for exponential population increases, while in
turn, such increases have necessitated technological and industrial advances. As members of
modern, first-world societies, we have certain standards of living that have until now only been
met by technologies and infrastructures that we have slowly come to recognize as
unambiguously harmful to the natural world.
“I want my children and grandchildren to inherit a better world.”
“I want to leave the world a better place than I found it.”
You’ll hear such things from anyone who’s concerned about the road we are all hurtling
down. The “future” is the focus of our attention - because what’s done is done, right?
The 21st century is the time of reckoning; our awareness of climate change has largely
emerged in the last 20 years, and it will be the next 50 that determines what, if any, long-term
harmony will exist between humankind and the natural world. We may not be able to reduce
global temperatures, but the possibility still exists to limit the increase to an extent that the planet
will be habitable for a number of millenia. We are at a turning point, with a number of different
paths laid out in front of us.
What will be the legacy of our response to the self-inflicted problem? What images,
symbols and materials will future generations associate with this historical moment, this brief but
incredibly consequential period of human history? When one looks at a building inspired by
Classical Greek or Roman architecture they are looking at designs that have survived more than
two millennia. Will anything produced today similarly endure? Will our reverence for Classical
architecture, and its association with democratic ideals, survive another two thousand years?
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Tracing these connections between past, present and future is a central element of my own
practice.
A goal of mine is to create work that can’t be identified with a specific time, but that is
clearly not of the present moment. Lending itself to this lack of time-specificity is the work’s
flatness. While much of my work is quite sculptural, it is almost always wall-based, and as such,
it has a compressed quality. I think of this compression of material as closely linked to a
compression of time. In making the work, I am often thinking about human connections that
span millenia. In order for these connections to appear, it is necessary to flatten the time that
exists between them. I attempt to take a moment from the distant past and link it to the present,
or to a moment in the distant future. I think of the flatness in my work as the compression of time
that is necessary to make this happen.

Communication Measures to Bridge Ten Millennia3
A few months ago, I began researching something known as nuclear semiotics, a
somewhat obscure niche within the broader field of semiotics. Some of the research done by
renowned semiotician Thomas Sebeok involved “long-time nuclear waste warning messages.”
The necessity of these warning messages stems from the problems surrounding long-term storage
of spent nuclear fuel. Because the Plutonium and Uranium fuels used in nuclear reactors remain
radioactive for many thousands of years, there is no obvious way to dispose of them. The most
viable option has been to bury spent fuel far underground in nuclear waste repositories. While no
one likes the idea of living mere miles above vast amounts of radioactive material, the
repositories seem to offer a workable, if controversial, temporary solution. When dealing with
material whose destructive power will potentially outlive every extant society, any solution will
3

Sebeok, Thomas A. “Communication Measures to Bridge Ten Millennia.” 1984
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be temporary. The goal of nuclear semiotics is to develop universally understood symbols or
methods of communication that have the ability to bridge the vast expanse of time between the
present day and the time at which the world’s nuclear repositories no longer pose a threat to
human life.
One of the conceptual motivations of my recent work is an idea that is equal parts thought
experiment and fictional historical revision: the idea that humans of the distant past were in some
way aware of the climate disaster that would be brought on by our activity and behaviors in the
modern world. These ancestors of ours could not use language to warn us of the impending
catastrophe because there was no way of ensuring that the language they used would be
intelligible to modern humans. Instead, they opted to use symbols, craft, ornament and
architecture in an attempt to inform and caution us. Much as it is a present concern that we warn
humans in the distant future of the very real danger of radioactive material, my work imagines a
situation in which we are the ones being warned and the danger we are being warned of is the
climate crisis.

The Church and You
Having grown up in a decidedly non-religious family, I’ve never practiced any sort of
religious or spiritual tradition. In fact, as time passes, my wariness of religion as an institution,
and particularly of monotheistic religions, has grown, often to points of disgust or anger.
Nonetheless, I am fascinated by the lure that religious mythologies still have on countless
individuals. I am specifically interested in the power that religious symbols like the Christian
cross have over such large swathes of people.
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As someone who is quite adamantly opposed to much of what the Christian church stands
for, my interest in the cross might seem unusual, but as someone firmly outside of Christian
tradition, I am able to approach it from the standpoint of the uninitiated spectator. I marvel at the
ancient power of the cross and at its extensive and creative use in art, architecture and craft.
The Christian cross is an enormously powerful logo. Today, it serves as a mark under
which two billion people congregate. Some of these people I love; they are the members of my
extended family who, like myself, are descendants of the New England Puritans, but have never
found reason to question the practice of spending Sunday mornings in a church.
Some of these people I pity; they are those with little to live for beyond a belief that an
unseen force is taking note of who deserves peace after death. They are those who are raised
believing they are bad for being attracted to people of the same sex.
Some of these people I resent; they are those whose fear of God is so great that they
cannot allow their own children to choose for themselves what to believe. They are those who
disregard the lives of fellow humans in the name of a God whose existence relies on unwavering
faith.
I would like to acknowledge how easy it is for someone in my position to criticize
Christianity. A liberally-minded White man raised by non-religious parents who’s spent his
entire life in New York City is hardly taking a risk by doing so; nor am I being original in doing
so. As I hope to make clear, it is the institution I take issue with, not the vast majority of its
members. People are products of their environments and communities. To remove oneself from a
community can be incredibly difficult and painful, even when the individual is at odds with the
core beliefs of that community.
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Those that disagree with Christian teachings or whose lives are diminished by forced
participation in the church may or may not have any way to express their objections, let alone
remove themselves from their community. These are the victims that I first think about when I
consider the harm that Christianity can inflict.
My use of Christian-inspired iconography is intended, in part, as a broad critique of the
church, but the visual elements with which I associate Christianity are inextricably tied to other
components of my practice. For the fictions of the Christian cannon to have survived the two
thousand years since Jesus Christ was crucified is remarkable. Centuries of patronage in Europe
and the Americas have fortified Christianity’s role in Western culture, while the history of
Western architecture and craft of the past two millennia has been fundamentally shaped by
Christian iconography. So much of the architecture and ornament that plays into my own work
was produced either explicitly for the church or is in some way beholden to Christian ideals.

To Hasten the End of the World
My interest in Christian iconography and architecture extends beyond its visual
characteristics and my own opposition to the church as an institution. Christianity, it appears, has
played a larger role in Earth’s ecological deterioration than is often recognized.
The New Testament’s Book of Revelation, in conjunction with other biblical texts, has
led to the modern evangelical or fundamentalist belief in the Second Coming of Christ. We all
know the story: the apocalypse arrives, at which point the world is destroyed and Jesus descends
from Heaven, returning to Earth to collect his most faithful servants. Because the evangelical
understanding of salvation relies on the preceding apocalypse, logic would suggest that the
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evangelical Christian is not merely anticipating the end times, but actively hoping (or praying?)
for them.

Three terrifying statistics:
● 25.4% of Americans are Evangelical Protestant Christian 4
● 58% of white Evangelical Christians believe Christ will return to earth by the
year 20505
● 41% of all Americans believe that Jesus Christ definitely or probably will have
returned to earth by the year 2050

In a 2020 essay entitled Heaven is Sick6, artist and writer Timur Si-Qin thoroughly
describes the way in which evangelical Christianity’s anticipation of the apocalypse has
contributed to its dismissal of climate change science and in some cases has led to
decision-making that hastens the growing climate crisis.
While most of the right wing doesn’t believe in climate change as a man-made
phenomenon, by now they do largely believe that the climate is changing. According to a
2019 CBS poll, only 9% of US-Americans did not believe the climate was changing.
Most on the right believe that the climate is changing, but don’t believe that human
emissions are the cause and therefore don’t support a greening of politics.
Strongly undergirding the lack of concern about the environment among the
US-American right is the deep influence of the biblical literalist Christian ideology that
actually looks forward to and welcomes, or sees as inevitable, the destruction of the
world. In this ideology, the destruction of the earth is a sign of the end of times and the
imminent return of Jesus, as many Christians believe is prophesized in the Book of
Revelation, a text written in the year 95 A.D. that offered fledgling Christians a fictional
victory over wider Roman society through an apocalyptic narrative.

“Religion in America: U.S. Religious Data, Demographics and Statistics.” Pew Research Center's Religion &
Public Life Project, 9 Sept. 2020, https://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/.
4

5

“Jesus Christ's Return to Earth.” Pew Research Center, Pew Research Center, 30 Dec. 2019,
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2010/07/14/jesus-christs-return-to-earth/.
6

Si-Qin, Timur. “Heaven is Sick” (Excerpt), self-published on www.timursiqin.com, 2020.
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Fundamentalist Christianity’s influence over the political right should concern anyone
who believes that policy and law are essential tools in fighting climate change. The
seemingly-insurmountable task of limiting global temperature increase is made all the more
difficult by politicians who seem adamant on contributing to the problem.
There is, however, some hope to be gleaned. The Christian ties that have bound American
society since the nation’s founding are ever-loosening. As a result, I suspect we will see stronger
resistance to policy dictated by Christian ideology. Additionally, younger Americans, and indeed
people the world over, are increasingly conscious of social inequities, some of which are
highlighted by climate change. As awareness of the extent of the problem continues to grow, so
does our collective understanding of its causes and its effects on populations across the world.
We are becoming more familiar with, and amenable to, lifestyle changes that we’ll need to
implement.
The anxiety that permeates the work I make is an extension of the anxiety that I, like so
many people across the world, am experiencing as our climate-related problems become more
severe; as the natural world fights back against our egregious abuses with increasing ferocity. If
all of our collective anxiety is truly warranted is something that only time can tell.
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List of Thesis Show Images

1. Thesis show installation view
2. Thesis show installation view
3. Thesis show installation view
4. The Long Future (Doric), 2021, acrylic on Masonite, MDF and wood molding, 75” x 54”
5. Petra Tomorrow (Positive), 2021, acrylic on Masonite, MDF and wood molding, 30” x
48”
6. Jake Reed, Trinitite, 2021, acrylic and graphite on Masonite and MDF, wood molding,
dimensions variable
7. Church of the Atomic Priest, 2021, acrylic and graphite on Masonite, 106” x 101”
8. Petra Tomorrow (Negative), 2021, acrylic on Masonite and wood molding, 16” x 12.5”
9. The Long Future (Gothic), 2021, acrylic on Masonite and MDF, 103” x 33”
10. Communication Measures to Bridge Ten Millennia, 2021, acrylic and graphite on
plywood, Masonite and wood molding, 134” x 68”
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